OMKM reviews input from KKMC

Recommendation regarding Minor Project classification and project approval/disapproval submitted to U H H Chancellor, U H President (final approval) 10 days following MKMB meeting

OMKM initiates Major Project review process. (Length of process varies according to complexity of project)

Recommends reclassifying Minor Project to Major Classification

OMKM notifies Applicant of Decision

Initial project classification and approval/disapproval 15 DAYS AFTER RECEIPT OF PROPOSAL/REQUEST

MKMB

Recommendation for Major Project classification and Preparation of an EA/ EIS is submitted to UHH Chancellor

UH President

Disagrees

Agrees

MKMB

Recommends reclassifying Minor Project to Major Classification

MKMB

Recommends Preparation of an EA (Follow same steps for an EA under Major Project Review)

Applicant submits proposal/request to OMKM

Minimal Impact or Minor Project and determine whether project is exempt or requires an EA

KKMC reviews

OMKM reviews input from KKMC

Submit recommendation/comments to OMKM 30 Days after receiving proposal/request from OMKM

MKMB

Disapproves Minimal Impact project. Project denied

Applicant allowed to proceed with project

Recommend Minor project classification or reclassifying Minimal Impact to Minor Project. No EA

Recommendation regarding Minor Project classification and project approval/disapproval submitted to UHH Chancellor, UH President (final approval) 10 days following MKMB meeting

Approved by the Mauna Kea Management Board on January 29, 2008